Accounts Payable Automation

Control budgets, drive down costs
and increase 'straight-through'
invoice processing
We can help with your
immediate priorities:

Gaining full visibility and control of spend.
Early payment revenue and better cashflow.
Minimizing the cost and time of invoice
processing, while maintaining control of budgets.
Preventing payment of duplicate
or incorrect invoices.
Having 24/7 visibility of invoice status.
Removing time-consuming, error-prone
and expensive manual processing.
Strengthening supplier relationships.

Experiencing high volumes of invoice transactions?
Proactis solutions eliminate paper-based invoices
and manual processes, offering 100% touchless
invoice processing.
Capture all of your invoices and convert
non-electronic data (paper and PDFs)
into einvoices, validate their accuracy by
checking for a PO, duplicates and a valid
supplier, and then transfer them into
your finance system for matching and
payment approval.

Achieve 100% capture of all invoices
from day one.
Process the invoice, no matter the format.
Deliver to the correct budget holder for
checking at the correct moment.
Pay the invoice.
Archive all your invoices quickly and
without errors with full integration with your
existing Proactis.
Purchase-to-Pay system or other finance /
ERP / procurement solution.

Mears increased AP
performance by 500%
(1,600,000 invoices per annum).

a.s.r achieves full control of
spend, with company-wide
insight into expenditure.

Roll Group achieves full
control of expenditure with
‘straight-through
processing’ of invoices.

Pobl achieves better spend
control and visibility with one
system; implementation took
just 4 months.

Four Seasons Health Care
reduced costs by 41%, while
improving efficiency by 65%.

Proven
success

Bauer Media reduced AP costs by
66%, by achieving straight-through
invoice processing and payment.

P&O Ferrymasters reduced
invoice processing costs by
over 35%.
Wigan Council achieved 66%
processing cost savings.

Take a free Accounts Payable
health check today:
Try it now

Contact us for more information:
Visit proactis.com/us
Call (757) 283-9797
Email info-na@proactis.com

